
Issue Resolution

The Provider>Cases, Child>Detail, and Child>Search pages need to display the program 

type(s) for those in which a child has an authorization in the TAP system for improved 

user experience.

The results grid on the Provider>Cases, Child>Detail, and Child>Search pages includes a column for 

"Authorization Program Type" which will display the applicable program(s) in which the child is 

authorized to that provider. 

With the ability to submit attendance and issue payments at different frequencies and 

different amounts, screen changes are needed for users to be able to filter the children 

authorized to them based on the Program Type for improved user experience. Users 

need the ability to view all children's attendance or select an individual Program to be 

able to view the attendance for children authorized to the selected program.  The filter 

needs to be able to accommodate the addition of new programs if created in the 

future.

The "Contract Type" filter drop-down selections on the Attendance>Detail page contains additional 

filtering options for users to select and display children with authorizations in the TAP system to the 

provider for the week being viewed.  This will allow users to view all children with authorizations to the 

provider or to view only children for the applicable program based on the filter selected.  The filter 

contains options that may not apply to all programs.  If no results display, the provider does not have 

authorizations in the TAP system for that program, for the week being viewed.

The grid on the Attendance>Detail page needs to display the program type(s) for those 

in which a child has an authorization in the TAP system, for the week being viewed, for 

improved user experience.

The results grid on the Attendance>Detail page, for each child, includes a field labeled "APT" which 

stands for "Authorization Program Type".  This field is located between the UAN and the Total Hours 

fields.  It displays the applicable program(s) in which the child is authorized to that provider for the 

week being viewed.  When a child has authorizations for more than one program in the week, the field 

will display each program separated by a comma and they are displayed in the order they occur in the 

week. (If Authorized for PFCC for Sun-Wed. of the week and CCCP Thurs-Sat. of the week it wll display as 

"APT: PFCC, CCCP".) 

The Spanish translation is incomplete and/or incorrect on some fields on screens 

viewed by sponsors and needs updated.

Applicable fields were translated to Spanish.
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